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Preface:
Many reading this document are likely proud and protective parents or at the very least can understand how someone
feels about protecting a child. From the day the child starts to walk they retrofit the house to protect the child from sharp
edges, power outlets, and household chemicals. Many install an alarm system in the house and purchase the safest state of
the art car seat. Once the parents are finally convinced they need to get out for some one-on-one time, they usually leave
the child in the just-as-protective hands of a grandparent or if by chance they get a baby sitter, it will be after interviews,
references, background checks, and more interviews. Selecting a baby sitter based on PRICE would typically be considered
INSANE and be the farthest thing from their mind.

Let’s relate that to a typical manufacturing company in this post 9-11 world (we will talk more about 9-11 later) who puts
great value in its brand and reputation. They have built higher fences, installed gates with guards, require extensive
background checks for employees, installed video surveillance throughout the facility, and put controls in place to protect
products from tampering during assembly. This is all done to protect the brand. The brand is the company’s child. Ask
Tylenol or any of the companies related to Tiger Woods during his misgivings, or more recently United Airlines and its gross
mishandling of an oversold flight, what can happen if a brand’s reputation is compromised. Like enlisting a baby sitter
found on Craigslist, would a company put its brand in the hands of someone it has not properly vetted or trust?

When it is time for many companies to select a carrier to transport its valuable products (re: Brand) they often
look to the Craigslist of trucking: posting on load boards, enlisting fly by night brokers, or blindly selecting a
carrier based on price. The object of this white paper is not to knock Craigslist; it can be a great resource if you
are looking for a used lawnmower or bass boat. But why would a company spend millions to protect its product
while on premises only to then hand that product off to a non-reputable carrier? A carrier where they will
likely lose visibility and increase liability? All of this in an environment where once the truck leaves the factory
the risk exposure multiplies exponentially from the size of a postage stamp to that of football field.
If the threat to product or brand does not inspire on to think differently, then what about threats directly
towards you or your neighbors? There have been numerous instances of terrorist using trucks as weapons to
intentionally run over pedestrians in the past year. Most believe it’s a matter of time before it happens on a
much scale with a larger trucking carrying dangerous freight. Now connect the dots between the latest macroeconomic factors such as the CDL driver shortage in the United States rapidly reaching a critical stage 12. This
inevitably is sliding the scale much lower on who is considered a qualified driver – let alone a quality driver –
and based on desperate shippers and the need to fill driver seats people with a mindset of doing harm can
easily slip through to get access to a 80,000 pound weapon.
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Insanity?
So… is this Supply Chain Insanity? If this is not outright insanity then is it at a least selecting to be risk tolerant as opposed
to risk adverse? This white paper will offer insight to assist in understanding the risks of shipping via brokers or carriers
that are not properly vetted, as well as providing guidance on selecting a carrier and will educate the reader on assessing
the true value of a carrier. As Road Scholar Transport shares our nation’s highways and docks with the logistics
community, we believe it is our responsibility to be a trusted source and share knowledge that can help businesses deliver
its products and protect its brand by operating on a platform of “distribution by design” as opposed to “distribution by
luck”.

Who Should Read This Document:
In our previous version of this document – we would state that it was not intended for every member of the logistics community based on a certain percentage of
products that simply do not require a high level of visibility. We said if you are transporting railroad ties or used tires you may label much of this content “overkill”,
but suggested even in those instances it would be wise to read the section about vicarious liability and the potentially devastating financial effects of being involved
in litigation. Times have changed. With the “Terrorists in Trucks” element that has surfaced, the main target audience here is everyone in the logistics community
who may sit between a radical and a rig. That being said, “Risk Conscious Professionals” who can understand the criticality of distribution in customer satisfaction
and ultimately recognize that they are trusting carriers to not only safely transport products on time, but also transport and protect their brand will get the most
out of this document. It should hold special importance to the CEOs, CIOs, logistics directors, and transportation managers of companies who ship food,
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, or cosmetics as any compromise in transit of these types of products could be devastating to market capitalization.

What would it mean to a chemical company – and the country – if a
radicalized driver got control of a hazmat truckload?
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Why is this important? What is the Risk?
Putting the terrorist element aside for a moment, as a shipper there are four important areas where it’s simply good business to understand the risk with respect to
carrier selection. First, there is the obvious risk of losing part of or a complete load due to theft, damage in transit, an accident, or possibly spoilage due to
negligence or faulty equipment. Insurance in many cases will cover the loss. The replacement cost compared to the publicized “street value” of the cargo is
minimal, but these incidents obviously cause daily disruption to operations, not to mention upset a customer whose delivery did not arrive. Staying on the subject of
the customer, lost loads and accidents can happen to even the best carriers, but there is a risk in selecting a carrier that may not be able to meet service
expectations. “Bid low and figure it out later” can often be the strategy where incompetent or inexperienced drivers or subpar equipment is put in place to try and
cover the gaps. Driver shortages and high velocity supply chain systems driven by E-Commerce are adding pressure to maintaining distribution service levels.
Simply put, if you carrier cannot meet requirements to keep YOUR customers happy you could lose those customers.
The first two risks are obvious and are easy to understand. No one wants to lose product or customers. Although these scenarios would surely open the eyes of the
true risk conscious professionals throughout the organization and painful processes will ensue, product and carriers can be replaced and new customers can be
secured. It is risks three and four that focus on liability and loss of market cap due to brand impairment where the impact to the company increases exponentially
and the financial impact can literally lead to bankruptcy. This paper will focus specifically on risks three on four in the next two sections.

If tainted food in
transit caused
sickness or death,
what would that mean
to the market
capitalization of a
food manufacturer?
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What I Need to Know as a Shipper: Vicarious Liability:
Could you ask your boss, board of directors, or stock holders for 23 million dollars? In 2004, C.H. Robinson, a third party logistics provider, contracted Dragonfly
Express to transport a shipment for one of their customers. The driver, however, was negligent, falsifying logbook entries and driving at an unsafe speed, resulting in
an accident that caused two fatalities and a serious injury. 1 Despite C.H. Robinson arguing that they were “not responsible for the actions of an independent
contractor or its driver,” the court found the driver, Dragonfly Express, and C.H. Robinson responsible in sharing a verdict of over $23 million. 1 But was the third
party provider really at fault? According to a doctrine known as vicarious liability, the answer is yes, but as a shipper it will be VERY unlikely you can simply wash
your hands of the very unfortunate situation without an expensive and drawn out legal battle. And if you think that you, the shipper, are safe because your carrier
has liability insurance, you’re wrong. According to vicarious liability, “Where a shipper acts as principal, and a carrier or broker acts as agent of the shipper, liability
for the conduct of the carrier or broker may be imputed to the shipper,” since the shipper had “the right to control the conduct” of the “ carrier or broker. 2 Up until
2004,the carrier, and only the carrier, was held responsible for “any and all property damage or bodily injury it caused” while freight was in its possession. 2 In 2004,
however, this changed in a court case known as Schramm v. Foster. Known as vicarious liability, the shipper, who acted as a principal in hiring the carrier, becomes
liable for that carrier (or broker)’s conduct which they had a “right to control.” 2 Bottom line for the shipper: In the instance of vicarious liability it does not matter
what the value of your cargo is. Shippers are now liable in cases where “the plaintiff can show (1) the carrier caused injury to the plaintiff’s property or person
through negligence, recklessness or intentional misconduct and (2) the shipper did not exercise reasonable care or perform proper due diligence when it screened,
vetted, and selected the carrier to move the shipper’s freight.” At the very least, all shippers should vet carriers via some of the tips we provide in the next few
sections to help mitigate this risk.
Update: Rivaling the 2004 C.H. Robinson case, in a more recent example a jury awarded a total of 22.5 million dollars to an accident victim in a vicarious liability
lawsuit Diaz v. Carcamo 11 where Sugar Transport had been negligent in hiring and retaining the truck driver involved in the accident. The prosecution referenced
the driving and employment history which included two prior accidents – one occurring only 16 days before the accident, the driver’s illegal immigration status, use
of a “phony” Social Security number, lies on his employment application, and negative information garnered from reference checks.

VICARIOUS LIABILITY
”The shipper, who acts as a principal
in hiring the carrier, becomes liable
for that carrier (or broker)’s conduct
which they had a “right to control.”
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What I Need to Know About the Risk of Brand Impairment :
It was touched on in the intro of this document that companies, large or small, spend a significant amount of
money to protect products within the gates of the manufacturing and distribution facilities. Even that figure
pales in comparison to the amount of dollars spent on building and maintaining a recognizable brand.
Companies spend millions on product development, target marketing, packaging, logos, and social media
campaigns to make a brand a trusted household name. So to reiterate, is it INSANE to hand your brand off
to the cheapest carrier based solely on the PRICE to physically move the product? Or should strong
consideration be made to thoroughly review the controls, protocols, and culture of a carrier and find a
carrier that can not only protect your brand, but actually enhance it with top notch service? The right
carrier can indeed be a “brand ambassador”.

BRAND NEWS

The financial impact of brand impairment can absolutely be quantified. Let’s take a look at a few examples. As a shipper, simply imagine if the integrity of these
products was violated in transit to understand the potential brand risk involved with carrier selection.

Tylenol
One of the more notorious product recalls involving a widely recognized consumable brand was the case of Tylenol. In 1982, several people died after
taking Tylenol laced with cyanide. It was discovered that the Tylenol was tampered with—but as a result of the news, Tylenol, then Johnson & Johnson’s
best selling pharmaceutical product, saw its market share drop from about 37 percent to 7 percent . As a shipper, a key lesson learned from

Tylenol was the tampering occurred outside the confines of the manufacturing facility. 3.

Chi Chi’s Restaurant
Despite taking a massive hit, Tylenol did a masterful job of crisis management and was able to recover. Other well known companies were not able to
survive “Page 1” stories that devastated the brand. One of these companies was Chi Chi’s Restaurant which went out of business as an outbreak of
Hepatitis-B caused 3 deaths and over 600 illnesses. The source of the outbreak was traced to green onions that were contaminated at some point in the
supply chain. For a shipper, this case should hit home as much if not more than the Tylenol case. Consider comments from the Center of

Disease Control (CDC) that the “contamination could have been caused by anything from a sewage leak in a farm field to feces
in a shipper's truck” . 4

Tiger Woods
Shareholders of Tiger Woods sponsors lost a collective $12 billion due to brand
impairment in the wake of the scandal involving his extramarital affairs. Looking at
stock market returns for the 13 trading days that fell between Nov. 27, the date of the
car crash that ignited the Woods’ scandal, and Dec. 17, a week after the golf great
announced his indefinite leave from the sport saw $12 billion in equity evaporate. 11
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Beware: There are People who can benefit from Bad News:
In the intro of this paper we mention the “Post 9-11” world and how the events of 9-11 have helped shape enhanced facility security and high vigilance. Any risk
adverse individual needs to understand the events that occurred in the days just prior to 9-11. “Between September 6 and 7, the Chicago Board Options Exchange
saw purchases of 4,744 put options on United Airlines, but only 396 call options. Assuming that 4,000 of the options were bought by people with advance
knowledge of the imminent attacks. These "insiders" would have profited by almost $5 million. On September 10, 4,516 put options on American Airlines were
bought on the Chicago exchange, compared to only 748 calls. The levels of put options purchased above were more than six times higher than normal” . 5 What
does this mean to someone transporting products or has an interest in protecting brand equity? It means that there are individuals, both domestic and abroad,
who have an inside knowledge of the future and can benefit when bad things happen. American Airlines lost 45% in market capitalization when the stock market
reopened on 9-17-01.
Not to dwell on the tragic day of 9-11, but to help educate the target readers of this document, the same groups that used airplanes as terrorist weapons have had
similar plans to use tractor trailers. A headline in the NY York Times reads; “THREATS AND RESPONSES: DOMESTIC SECURITY; Possibility of Using Trucks for Terror
Remains Concern”. 6 Alarming? We have seen it happen already. Keep this headline in mind while reading the next section on carrier selection.
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Understanding the Risks, how do I select the right carrier?
Check the Carriers CSA Score:
Thanks to the availability of information on the internet the initial steps of vetting out a carrier are
relatively easy. The CSA 2010’s Safety Measurement System (SMS) scores a carrier and driver’s
safety performance in seven BASIC categories, placing those who pose as a risk on “alert” status.
Ranking from 0-100 (100 being the worst), the CSA 2010 has changed the scoring of deficiency
from 75 and above to a lower number based on whether the carrier is a passenger, Hazmat
Certified, or Other-which includes most trucking carriers. Scoring reflects a carrier’s BASIC scores
compared to other carriers in their group. The categories are as follows:
•

Unsafe Driving: This category includes reckless driving, inattentiveness, speeding, and failure
to use a seatbelt, among others.

•

Fatigued Driving (Hours of Service): This category includes violations against the current HOS
rules such as surpassing the 11-hour allowed driving time, log violations, and driving after
being placed out-of-service, among others.

•

Driver Fitness: This category includes those drivers who are unqualified, does not meet
medical qualifications, and improper endorsements on CDL, among others.

•

Controlled Substances/Alcohol: This category includes those drivers who are under the
influence or in possession of drugs and alcohol

•

Vehicle Maintenance: This category includes improper truck maintenance (Defective lights,
windshield wipers, and brakes, flat tires, etc.).

•

In the case of enlisting a broker, ask the broker to identify the carriers that will be used so you
can check the CSA scores. If a broker can’t supply you with this information, this should be a
red flag. If the broker can’t identify the carriers who will be providing the service, then no way
can they provide any assurances the carriers are competent. This is truly “distribution by luck”
as opposed to “distribution by design”.
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Confirm the Carrier Has Adequate the Liability and Cargo Insurance:
Several types of liability insurance policies are available to protect brokers from claims arising from cargo loss or damage and
third-party liability. Contingent Cargo Insurance provides coverage when the motor carrier’s insurance does not pay a claim
and the motor carrier is unable to pay. Coverage is typically triggered only in situations where the motor carrier is negligent.
Errors & Omissions Insurance protects the transportation broker if an error or oversight in the course of business causes a
customer to suffer a financial loss. A transportation broker should ideally obtain a combined policy form with Errors &
Omissions Insurance and Contingent Cargo coverage – this is not the same as purchasing separate policies. Doing so can
create both gaps as well as overlaps in coverage. Contingent Automobile Liability Insurance is also available to protect
transportation brokers when they are held liable for death, bodily injury or third party property damage claims as a result of
the motor carrier’s negligence. Coverage may be purchased as a separate policy or, as an endorsement (add-on) to an Errors
& Omissions insurance policy.7 I f you are considering a broker, ask about these types of coverage. If the broker cannot
intelligently speak to them, consider looking elsewhere.

Visually Inspect the Drivers and Equipment :
A quick visual can tell you a lot about equipment and drivers. Think of it this way: every Christmas, the sweet lady across
the street would bring over cookies. As she got older, and a little less mobile, her clean cut, polite son would bring them
over. We accepted them enthusiastically. But what if one Christmas, there was a knock on the door and a scruffy man,
wearing a shirt with tobacco stains on, and a tattoo on his neck, came to the door and said, “Mrs. Smith asked me to deliver
these cookies.” How would you respond? Would you accept the cookies? Would you question if they were tampered
with? Would you question Mrs. Smith’s decision making on who she chose to “transport” her goods? You cannot always
judge a book by its cover, but keep in mind when someone is hauling your products they become associated with them. A
clean cut, polite, uniformed driver can act as a positive “brand ambassador” to customers or end users. With respect to
the equipment, a picture or visual inspection can speak volumes. Bald tires, rust, crooked doors, deteriorating floors;
these can all tell you a lot about a carrier and its potential “bench depth” in the event of breakdown. Adding another
wrinkle is the almost unprecedented growth in new truck orders that has pushed backlogs at truck makers to a nearly
three-year high. With difficulties obtaining new equipment, truckers will “duck tape” things together. Shippers must be
on the look out inferior and unsafe equipment. 13

Ask for Recommendations or References and about Background Checks
The web like nature of a dock-to-dock logistics network automatically creates a pile of very recent references that any carrier should be able to provide.
Companies that have established relationships and are satisfied shippers are usually have no issue recommending a carrier, and on the flip side have no problem
telling you who to avoid. So ask for the references, it’s probably the closest thing you can get to a “no risk” test drive. Also ask the potential carrier about the
background check policy for drivers. CSA can give you a picture of his driving record, but what about the driver’s character or criminal record? For top reputable
carriers, 10 year driver background checks are not uncommon.
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Ask for Examples of the Carriers Oversight Capabilities:
Losing visibility to your inventory (and brand) as it is handed off to a carrier is often the norm, but in the opinion of this author is the biggest risk a shipper can take,
especially considering technology exists today that can allow the shipper to maintain visibility. Satellite and GPS technologies on trucks and trailers and even specific
pallets and items are becoming common place. Remote ability to manage and monitor temperature, locks, and electronic seals from anywhere also exists.
Geofencing can let you know if freight leaves or arrives on your property both scheduled and unscheduled. Ask the potential carrier to provide an example of how
they can determine the location and status of your inventory while in transit. If they cannot provide you something similar to a “bread crumb” print out of
equipment locations, just as an example, within 10 minutes, they will not be able to locate your inventory in a real situation when you would need them to. You will
probably find a typical broker is going to have some difficulty here as well.
If you are a shipper of food, the Food Safety Modernization Act makes this oversight even more important. This FDA regulation places a large burden of
responsibility on the shipper where compliance will be almost impossible without a reputable asset based carrier. Shippers are held responsible to ensure that
vehicles and equipment are in sanitary conditions deemed acceptable by the FDA. And to provide temperature and pre-cooling requirements in writing to the
carrier. In the event of an FDA audit or investigation, the shipper must provide back up to 6 months of temperature monitoring and tracking data for a shipment.
Imagine the difficulties obtaining this information from 6 months ago from the carrier through a 3 rd party.

Sample Carrier FSMA Compliance
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Vet per Your Requirements. What do you haul?
Depending on the type of cargo, you may have requirements for additional vetting of the carrier. Take for example the American Red Cross. The organization
distributes over 10 million units of products a year that are very temperature sensitive. While some products, such as red blood cells, need to be frozen,
platelets must maintain a strict room temperature of 20° to 24°C,. With someone needing blood every 2 seconds, improper transporting conditions cannot be
taken lightly. 8 In instances such as this, additional questions with respect to temperature control need to be asked. Can the reefer be monitored remotely?
Can the temperature be adjusted remotely? Is someone immediately alerted if the temperature goes above or falls below a preset range? If you are
transporting pharmaceutical products regulation may require additional diligence. Federal Regulations (specifically CRF 49) require that companies “provide
effective controls and procedures to guard against theft and diversion of controlled substances”. 9

Assessing the True Value of a
Carriers Services:
Keeping logistics costs down and shopping
around for the best price for appropriate service
makes good business sense. That point cannot
be argued. When assessing and comparing
carrier rates it is wise to consider your
requirements, your organization’s appetite for
risk aversion, and take a closer look into what is
included in that rate. Often decisions are made
based on comparing the replies of 3 email
messages; “RE: Need truckload rate from
Sunnyville, PA to Happytown, OH.” Replies: #1:
from asset based carrier A: $1060 plus fuel. #2:
from asset based B: $1020 plus fuel. #3” from
broker: $995 plus fuel. Assuming fuel surcharge is
equal from 30,000 feet based only on price it
makes sense to go with the broker, but if you are
concerned with service levels, liability, FDA
compliance, and brand risk then it makes sense
to analyze the rates and what’s included. A rate
might be cheaper, but where is the best VALUE?
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A Note about Road Scholar Transport
Road Scholar Transport was founded in 1988 by Jim and Debra Barrett and has grown into a large asset based carrier
serving the truckload, LTL, and auto hauling needs of businesses and individuals throughout the lower 48 states. Over
the last 20+ years the business has grown from one owner operator to a fleet of 115 tractors and 500 trailers. Road
Scholar Transport’s technology and methods have involved over the years to become industry leaders in freight
security servicing the likes of Fortune 500 pharmaceutical companies, but the mission remains the same. Approach
every customer large and small with the same dignity, respect, and professionalism we would afford our own family.
We employ only experienced drivers who are always uniformed, clean cut, and courteous. Road Scholar Transport is a
member of the Cargo Security Alliance and is on a continuous mission to develop and implement best practices in
cargo security, custody, and care.
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